qualify your future
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Second Chance is an alternative training pathway
leading to a Vocational Education and Training (VET)
qualification customized especially for young adults
aiming to gain a first professional qualification.

build your future
The training model developed through the Second
Chance project is dedicated to young adults who
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wish to gain access to a first VET (Vocational
Education and Training) qualification. This model offers
an alternative and modularised opportunity to those
who wish to be involved in a personalised training.

become a Chance Giver
In order to give a recognition to companies investing
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in the basic professional training of their young adult
employees, especially those needing to recover a
first vocational qualification, the Second Chance
project has developed the Chance Giver label.

Second Chance project
The project’s main goal was to target the social and labour market exclusion of
unqualified people by developing and implementing a new alternative training
opportunity leading to a Vocational Education and Training (VET) qualification.
Target group
The primary target group of the Second Chance model is young adults
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without a VET qualification, aged up to and including 26 years. Additionally,
the model meets the training needs of disadvantaged adults with no or low
levels of formal qualifications.
The training model
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The main outcome of the project is a comprehensive training plan that enables
facilitation and preparation of the target group to access training and lifelong
learning, through:
- initial assessment of soft and basic skills;
- modularization and articulation in learning units of the Learning
pathway, with recognition of partial qualifications;
- flexibility and personalization of the training plan;
- workplace learning throughout the training period;
- improvement of basic vocational skills to empower and reintegrate
trainees in the educational and professional environment.
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For further information, please visit:

www.secondchanceproject.net

Second Chance training
This is a chance for young people without a formal vocational education to
recover basic skills, become self-empowered and benefit from a facilitated
access to VET (Vocational Education and Training) qualifications.
Thanks to a modularised and personalized training programme, tailored to the
needs of the target group and integrated with workplace learning, trainees will
be prepared and guided in order to succeed in acquiring a VET qualification.
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Take your chance and build your future today by profiting from the key
features of the Second Chance training model:
- assessment of basic, personal, social and professional skills;
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- development of self-awareness and motivation both at professional and
personal level;
- opportunity to combine theory and practice through work place based
training and learning;
- individualised programmes for the recovering of basic skills;
- elaboration of personalized career and learning strategies enabling a
successful approach to training and working life;
- customized and consistent coaching along the training pathway.
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For further information, please visit:

www.secondchanceproject.net

Chance Giver label
The Chance Giver label is dedicated to companies that effectively support
and facilitate the access of their low qualified employees to vocational
training and qualifications.
Companies interested in acquiring the Chance Giver label, have to elaborate
and fill in a self-evaluation grid based on the standards defined by the
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Second Chance consortium. Companies should then submit the selfevaluation grid to national Second Chance coordinators, who will check and
validate it.
Core partners

Associated partners

For further information about the Chance Giver label and
the self-evaluation process, please visit:

www.secondchanceproject.net

